InsurerCIO’s Investment Reporting Package (Sample)

ANALYZE
How Should You Be Reviewing Your Investment Portfolio?
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Detailed Historical Credit Rating Allocation

What This Shows:
Fixed income portfolio credit rating allocation by sector, quarterly over the last six years. This can also be viewed in a summarized version.
Significance:
Insurers tend to make changes to their portfolio slowly from quarter to quarter, keeping in mind realized gain or loss limits, etc. However, this
report allows you to see trends over a longer-term horizon, since small changes over a long period of time can equate to very large changes.
Thus, this report allows you to see trends in credit rating exposure over the last six years.
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Detailed Historical Asset Allocation Summary

What This Shows:
Fixed income portfolio asset allocation by sector over the last six years. This chart can be viewed in either a detailed or summarized version.
Significance:
Insurers tend to make changes to their portfolio slowly from quarter to quarter, keeping in mind realized gain or loss limits, etc. However, this
report allows you to see trends over a longer-term horizon, since small changes over a long period of time can equate to very large changes.
Thus, this report allows you to see trends in the mix of fixed income sectors over the last six years.
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Credit Duration

What This Shows:
This graph combines credit and interest rate risk. Each vertical bar shows the percentage of the fixed income portfolio invested in each credit
rating. The horizontal line shows the average portfolio duration, while the other lines connect the points corresponding to the duration
(interest rate risk) within a given credit rating.
Significance:
Combining credit and interest rate risk simultaneously can be problematical. Ideally, the duration for any given credit rating will not vary
much from the portfolio’s overall duration.
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Average Credit Rating

What This Shows:
Using long term Moody’s default factors we find that the default probability increases in much greater than a linear way. By re-weighting
each bond’s probability of default using those factors and then determining the average credit quality, we get a better idea of the portfolio’s
“true” average credit rating. This table compares that “true” average credit rating (Moody column) to the linear calculation assuming it uses
the +/- in credit ratings (Detailed) or does not use the +/- (Summarized).
Significance:
To add perspective, the ‘factor average’ found in the Moody column provides the weighted expected long term default rate of the portfolio.
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Book Yield Trend

What This Shows:
Portfolio book yield over time.
Significance:
In a low-rate environment, where market yields on new purchases are below portfolio book yield, an ongoing decline in book yield is
expected. But how far has it changed over time?
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Asset Allocation %

What This Shows:
Fixed income portfolio asset allocation over the last five quarters.
Significance:
Behind every fixed income portfolio is an allocation amongst similar, yet different, asset classes. Insurers tend to have portfolios tilted more
towards ‘spread’ sectors and away from lower yielding US Treasuries and Agencies. This report allows you to see trends in the mix of sectors
over the last five quarters.
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Asset Allocation Change

What This Shows:
Change in fixed income portfolio asset allocation from the prior quarter.
Significance:
Major changes in fixed income portfolio asset allocation are spotted quickly by reviewing this graph.
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Credit Rating Detail

What This Shows:
Percentage of the fixed income portfolio invested in any given detailed credit rating over the last five quarters.
Significance:
One of the most important decisions in fixed income portfolio construction is its exposure to credit risk. This report allows you to see trends
in this allocation over the last five quarters.
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Credit Summary

What This Shows:
Percentage of the fixed income portfolio invested in any given summarized credit rating over the last five quarters.
Significance:
One of the most important decisions in fixed income portfolio construction is its exposure to credit risk. This report allows you to see trends
in this allocation over the last five quarters.
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SVO Rating

What This Shows:
The Securities Valuation Office (SVO) of the NAIC requires that US insurer fixed income investments have an SVO credit rating, ranging from 1
to 6. This report uses that table to imply the correct SVO rating for each security in the fixed income portfolio; and then show the percentage
of the fixed income portfolio invested in any given SVO rating over the last five quarters.
Significance:
One of the most important decisions in fixed income portfolio construction is its exposure to credit risk. This report allows you to see trends
in this allocation over the last five quarters, as would be seen through the ‘eyes’ of the SVO.
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Duration Profile

What This Shows:
Duration Profile shows places the bonds in the portfolio into six pre-determined duration buckets.
Significance:
We know the portfolio’s average duration, but how are the bonds that make up that duration determining how we get that average
duration? Are a small amount of long duration bonds pulling up portfolio duration or is it a more even spread through the different duration
buckets? Knowing where duration is occurring can provide a better understanding on how sensitive the portfolio may be to changes in the
shape of the yield curve.
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Credit Exposure

What This Shows:
The top ten largest individual securities held in the portfolio, their respective market values, how much of the overall portfolio they are, their
book value, credit rating, duration and maturity. The table also sums these top ten exposures and compares that total to portfolio market
value.
Significance:
This table provides a glimpse at which bonds are the largest in the portfolio and, thus, provides an idea of what degree the portfolio is
diversified.
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Unrealized G/L – Fixed Income

What This Shows:
What are gross unrealized gains and losses, as well as net gains or losses for bonds in various credit rating categories.
Significance:
To the extent that your company may require taking gains or losses, their availability may be limited, not only by the portfolio’s overall net
realized gain or loss position but by their availability within a given credit rating. If gains or losses are unusually large for a given credit rating,
it may be worthwhile to determine the source of such gains or losses.
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Unrealized G/L – Fixed Income

What This Shows:
What are gross unrealized gains and losses, as well as net gains or losses for bonds in various credit rating categories.
Significance:
To the extent that your company may require taking gains or losses, their availability may be limited, not only by the portfolio’s overall net
realized gain or loss position but by their availability within a given credit rating. If gains or losses are unusually large for a given credit rating,
it may be worthwhile to determine the source of such gains or losses.
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Change Over Time Report

What This Shows:
Changes from the prior quarter and year in market value, book value, unrealized gain (loss), duration, book yield and market yield.
Significance:
Changes in key items such as duration, book yield and market yield often come slowly on a quarter-to-quarter basis. However, when viewed
over a longer period, like a year, changes in duration will reveal the portfolio’s increased or decreased interest rate risk, while changes in
book yield will ultimately impact investment income and bottom-line profitability.
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Implied Portfolio Liquidity

What This Shows:
This graph arbitrarily places certain asset classes in three basic liquidity buckets: Most Liquid, Liquid and Slightly Liquid. It is not designed to
make a judgment on specific issues within the asset classes and it does not take into account limitations past possible liquidity.
Significance:
Liquidity risk is very difficult to quantify. This very basic approach attempts to raise the issue and be a starting point for discussions,
especially as there are major changes over time or if the portfolio appears to be too liquid or not liquid enough based upon this very initial
view.
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Potential Impairment Report (OTTI)

What This Shows:
Other than temporary impairment (OTTI) usually occurs when a security’s fair market value is below 80% of book value for a consecutive six
months or more. However, this report screens for securities below 90% of book value, color coding the amount of book to market value
percentage depending upon how serious the value drop is.
Significance:
This report serves as an ‘early warning’ for such securities, as it screens for securities that are valued below 90% of book, showing key
statistics including book value, unrealized loss, duration, book yield and credit rating.
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